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ERNEST A . KEHR DIES AT 75

Recently pictured by President Chuck LaBlonde with your
editor is AHPS Life Member Ernest A . Kehr . Born in Davos,
Switzerland, Ernie was probably one of the most active
and best-known philatelists and philatelic journalists
of the past half-century . He died a his home in Richmond
Hill, N .Y . on November 13, 1986 .
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President
Charles J . La Blonde

WHAT IF'

Question : What if Felix Ganz and Henry Ratz both broke their writing hands
the same day? Answer : TELL would get very thin . Question : What if we
asked Steve Turchik to just edit TELL and not to write large portions of
it? Answer : TELL would get very thin . Question : What if we made TELL
a true forum of information exchange among AHPS members? Answer : TELL would
get very thick . Question : What if each AHPS member selected one cover from
his/her collection, took it to the nearest copy center, photocopied it, sent
the copy to Steve along with a few words or questions? Answer : TELL would
get very thick.

Okay, enough nonsense, but you get the message, right? The same guys are
doing all the work on our journal . True, there are some bright spots, like
the excellent article in the last TELL by first-time author Ben Wright, and
the soon-to-be-seen columns by Bernie Kosmoski and Harlan Stone . But we
need so much more. Let's use TELL as an information exchange so we can all
get smarter.

I believe covers are the answer . Look at page 12 or the last TELL . Even
though you don't own it, isn't it nice to look at? Every cover, old or new,
tells a story and raises questions on rates, routes, markings and more.
By understanding our covers and sharing our information with everyone, we
can all learn, and enjoy our hobby more.

Let's share : every cover has a story, even if it's only the correct postage
rate on the mailing date . See my examples elsewhere in this TELL . Who's
next????

Together, we can make it happen!
April 1987
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

Good news always lifts my spirit -- like the list of six new members I got

from Dick Hall, as well as the long list of people who paid their dues on
time . A few even paid in advance. It's good news when I get some of the
quality articles in the mail that I will be using in the coming issues of
TELL . It's good news when you call to let me know you miss getting TELL.

Leroy Wanamaker is going to date stamp your TELL when he mails it . Should
it be excessively long in getting to you, please drop Leroy a card detailing
the problem of delivery . It will help us and get your issue to you sooner.
We keep trying harder to give you better service.

HENRY RATZ is our new Vice President . His

articles are very familiar to all of us,
but Henry is a bit camera shy, so not so

familiar to see . We finally got him on film,
so we now know what Henry Ratz looks like.

In this issue of TELL, please notice the
high quality and interesting work he does.
Henry is very knowledgeable about Swiss phil-
ately and many other things as well . I find
him to be a great asset to AHPS and a very
good friend . We are most fortunate in having
officers of this high caliber .

AHPS Vice President, Henry Ratz

Dale Eggen would like someone to donate TELL and the INDEX to the Munich
(Germany) Library . He'd also like to establish a means to donate surplus
philatelic items to places and people of need.

Sorry to see you leaving the editors job on the HELVETIA NEWS LETTER, Mrs.
E. J. Rawnsley . I hear you have been active for over 30 years. You will
be missed by all . I certainly have enjoyed your publication.

Where is "TELL" Wisconsin? Felix and Sheryl Ganz spent some time in the
East with Harlan Stone and Sophie Buser . In his trip to a New Jersey bourse
with Harlan he came across some interesting Swiss-name towns . Perhaps he
will write about them sometime.

Last week I got my second sending from Emil Tobler . You are missing some

nice material priced right if you aren't getting some of our Sales Circuit
material . Let's try to give not only Emil but also Bill Lucas a boost with
the auction sales.

REMEMBER -- Make plans for SUNPEX '87 -- NOW!!

Those new officers that haven't sent pictures,

we would appreciate having our members have
a look-see at you too.
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THE U .N . IN SWITZERLAND

By Bernie Kosmoski

After seven years in A .H.P.S. membership and reading all of those inter-
esting articles in TELL, I realized that it was time to become an active
member and make a contribution . So when Chuck LaBlonde asked me to write
at least three articles for TELL, I leaped at the opportunity.

The United Nations
is my philatelic specialty.
Being an avid U .N . collector
since 1975, I joined the
United Nations Philatelists
in 1978 . My enthusiasm
for exhibiting and promoting
U.N. philately has earned
me the exhibition chairman-
man for the club . The auc-
tions in TELL were my primary
reason for joining the A .H.
P .S . in 1979 . There haven't
been too many articles on
my favorite subject since
I've

	

joined .

	

Therefore,
it seems appropriate and timely
to write on the subject.

At the moment, my favorite
topic is the League of Nations
and it took only 10 years to prog-
ress to this specialty area from
the time I started to collect
U .N . New York singles . After
completing New York and Geneva,
the only logical path to travel
was back in time . The Swiss Offic-
ials were next with their official
PTT first day covers, collection
sheets and booklets . After comp-
leting this segment, it was a
return to New York to concentrate
on the U .N . forerunners from April
15, 1945 to October 24, 1951.
Finally, the last step of my jour-
ney was the Versailles Peace con-
ference and the formation of the
League of Nations and the Internat-
ional Labor Office.

By this time, exhibiting
became the center of my philatelic
life . My first show was NOJEX'82,
which was held about thirty miles
from my house and the site of
the national U.N .P. meeting . I
have experimented with four differ-
ent exhibits since my first attempt
i.e ., "The League of Nations,
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THE U .N . IN SWITZERLAND, Continued.

Forerunner of the United Nations," "The League of Nations in Switzerland,"
"The League of Nations," and "From Nations United to United Nations." The
highest award conferred on my exhibits was a vermeil . I have only exhibited
once in a non-WSP show and received a gold at APS-ASDA Stamp Festival in
New York City . There are two theories on exhibiting. One approach is start
at the local shows and work yourself up . The other is to just jump in at
the top and compete against the best . With less than a dozen serious U .N.
exhibits shown in the U .S . today, the earnest U .N. collector has his job
cut out for him.

The only viable way to subsidize my League of Nations exhibit was to
start selling my nonrelated philatelic material . "The United Nations Collec-
tor" became my vehicle for this effort . It was a creative newsletter geared
to the U .N . specialist and Swiss officials collector which became so enjoy-
able that it developed into a part-time business in October, 1986.

Now that you know about my background ; let me tell you about this column.
It will be written by a U .N . collector for the Swiss collector . My reference
bibles are United Nations Philately edited by Arleigh Gaines and the Lindner
Catalog even though I do have and occasionally use Zumstein, Muller and Pen.
I will attempt to write on one specific topic each time and will reserve
layout space to display some of my favorite covers and items . As a matter
of fact, here are a few to whet your appetite.

Item 1 is a picture post card which was first cancelled on the last
day of the Conference on Peace and security which was a League of Nations
conference held in Locarno, October 5-16, 1925 . The Pro Juventute stamps
and registration label were added in 1932 most likely for a philatelic
souvenir.

Item 2 is a cancelled
sheet of the Father Girard
labels issued between Decem-
ber, 1941 and January, 1942.
This is one of the four
labels in violet, brown,
green and blue issued by
the International Bureau
of Education for the Service
of Intellectual Assistance
to Prisoners of War.

Item 3 is a philatelic
piece from the 5th Session
of the United Nations Relief
and Rehabilation Administra-
tion Council held in Geneva,
August 5-16, 1946 .

	

Swiss
airmail stamps Zumstein
27-33 were cancelled on
the last day of the session
on

	

official

	

stationery.

Item 4 is a blue card
forerunner sold at the Palais
des Nations with U .N .E .O.
#27 (7o27) added with first
day cancelled on the tenth
anniversary of the United
Nations, October 24, 1955.
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THE U .N . IN SWITZERLAND, Continued.

I will start off
next time with my favorite
topic, the League of Na-
tions . I do not profess
to be an expert but do
classify myself as a spec-
ialist .

	

I would welcome
your

	

comments .

	

Do

	

you
have

	

a

	

question

	

about
the U .N .? Is there a

topic or a specific agency
you want to learn more
about?

	

Please send all
comments

	

and

	

inquiries
to the author listed below:

BERNIE KOSMOSKI, 458 MADISON HILL ROAD, CLARK, NJ 07066

FRANKED CORRECTLY? WHAT'S IT WORTH?

	

CHUCK LABLONDE

SMALL LETTER, GENEVA TO PARIS, 1 MARCH 1860, FRANKED WITH THREE
STRUBLES, 24GA . THE STAMPS ARE SINGLES, NOT A STRIP OF THREE.
THERE IS A RED TRANSIT MARK, USUAL FOR THIS PERIOD : SUISSE
AMP GENEVE B . THE PD IS ALSO USUAL . ZUMSTEIN QUOTES 120 FRANCS
FOR ONE ON COVER . Now SOME QUESTIONS : IS THIS COVER CORRECTLY
FRANKED? MY LITERATURE SAYS THE POSTAGE RATE FROM SWITZERLAND
TO FRANCE IN 1860 WAS 40 CENTIMES . FRANKED OR UNFRANKED . IS
THIS COVER OVERFRANKED BY 5 CENTIMES, PERHAPS BECAUSE THE SENDER
ONLY HAD 15 CENTIME STAMPS ON HAND? AND WHAT IS THE VALUE OF
THIS COVER? How MUCH WOULD YOU OFFER YOUR LOCAL STAMP DEALER
FOR THIS COVER?
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Hello everybody!

	

Hope your collecting is going well and that
you've added many new items to your collection . How about writ-
to me

	

to share your find or special item .

	

No information
refused.

Speaking of unusual items, I spoke recently with a collector
of International Reply Coupons .

	

There is an amazing amount
of variety in these bits of postal paper .

	

In answer to your
question, yes IRC's are available in Liechtenstein . Some col-
lectors in the Ring make a specialty of collecting each type
from each of the post offices in the Principality.

The stamp market in Europe continues strong but the same can't
be said for the market in the U .S .

	

Is it my imagination or
has the pre-AMERIPEX market muddle returned .

	

Perhaps it's time
to sell over the Pond to those keen European buyers.

News from Barry Rivet that he is getting out of the stamp busi-
ness .

	

The FL collecting scene will surely miss his participa-
tion .

	

The small number of dealers with any FL stock was not
a number that needed decreasing .

	

I'm sure we all wish him well
and can continue to count on his support as a specialist collect-
or .

	

By the way he is offering many close out specials .

	

Write
to Barry's Philatelics, PO Box 324, Lombard, IL 60148.

Does anybody out there collect Liechtenstein as a topic? That
is, FL items on the stamps of other countries . The most obvious
item is the FL flag found on European meeting type issues.
This is a serious topic in Europe . Are there any possible FL
connections on US stamps . Maybe the Texas statehood stamp would
qualify .

	

After all the FL royal family and International Paper
own a 42,000 acre spread in the Lone star state .

	

No foolin
you'all . Anybody know where it is.

The FL postal museum has a film entitled "Liechtenstein-Phil-
atelie ." It won a silver medal at stockholmia/Cinephilia.
I'm sure it's in German but it might be an interesting item
for one of the larger AHPS meetings .

	

Has any member ever seen
it?

Did you know that there is a cross on the Naafkopf at the place
where the FL, Austria, and Switzerland meet (the Dreilandereck).
Have any of you hiked there? How about a story with philatelic
illustration . Might be fun.

That's it for this edition .

	

Please drop me a note .

	

Remember
I'm a postal card collector and use the cards! Happy , collecting!

Aloha,

HAROLD STRONG, PO Box 15027, Honolulu, HA (96815 -
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THE GENEVA BULGE POSTMARKS

BY

Charles J . LaBlonde

Postage stamps were invented
to serve as obvious receipts
for indicating postage paid
on a piece of mail . Despite
this, in the pre-UPU days
of binational postal agree-
ments, additional indications
of postage paid were often
required on international
mail . In Geneva this indica-
tion took the form of a PD
mark of which examples on
to 3 different countries
are shown (Figures 1, 2,
and 3).

As volumes of mail began to increase it was no longer trivial for postal clerks
to put two separate markings on a piece of mail, the cancel and the PD. One
can easily see that this problem might have been especially acute in Geneva
due to the large volume of correspondence with France .

Continued on page 63.
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A STATEMENT CONCERNING THE REVIEWING OF BOOKS

By Felix Ganz, Associate Editor, TELL (of A .H .P .S .)

When a new book, pamphlet, or article reprinted in bound form appears, the
author, editor, or publisher can do two things : he can advertise his work
and hope for customers ; or he can send review copies to selected (or many)
reviewers in his field of assumed expertise . Of course, he can do both

things, too.

The selected reviewer, in turn, also can do two things : he can write a

review: splendid, terrible, lauding, critical, warning, encouraging, or
anywhere in between ; or he can ignore the book or other material to be
reviewed.

So far so good . As a reward for the time the reviewer spends on detailedly
perusing, cross-checking, comparing the book, and then writing an article
or comment (which may or may not encourage potential buyers from acquiring
the item, or not) the time-honored custom and courtesy has prevailed that
such review copies are sent to the reviewer free of charge, as a small compen-
sation for the time spent writing a review (instead of just copying the editor
or publisher blurb which usually accompanies any publication) as well as
in the hope that a good review will boost sales.

Ultimately the reviewer adds such books to his own library or donates them
to a philatelic library (of which there are many in this country and else-
where) . Since in practically no instance (except for major daily newspapers,
some prestige monthlies, or very highly specialized professional magazines
where a review may turn into an actual article) a reviewer is paid for his
work of helping -- provided that the book and the review are both good --
advertise such a new work, the idea of the free copy should make sense to
most anyone. By the way : this arrangement is true not only for philately,
but for practically every field of the arts, sciences, business, law, etc.

Since assuming the associate editorship of TELL, I have more or less been
cast into the role or reviewer because many of the books having to do with
Swiss philately are in a foreign language . I enjoy doing the job, and if
occasional mild criticism results, let us say, in an improved edition a year
or two later, all are helped.

In our last issue you will find reviews of three publications recently
received: the Stamp Catalogue of Switzerland, 1987, by the Amateur Collector,
London, the Schweiz -- uber dieFrankaturen	 1882-1907, by Georges Valko
(editor/publisher Zumstein & Cie ., Bern) and a magnificient volume on Swiss
Artist and Stamp Engraver, Karl Bickel . But you will not find in that issue
a review of a publication called Gene Kell 's Catalog of the Fiscal Stamps
of theKantoneandGemeindenof Switzerland (as advertised in the September/
October TELL and mentioned by our editor in the December issue) . Why?
The publication arrived with a request to review the book for both ARA and
AHPS (= TELL) and then continued (I quote) "When you are thru reviewing Please
return in enclosed envelope ."

The envelope was franked with a block of six of the very elusive 40o Philip
Mazzei airmail stamp, sheet instead of line perforated : but it cost 64e
additional to return the book by AO airmail.
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A STATEMENT CONCERNING THE REVIEWING OF BOOKS, Continued.

This publication and it's author is not receiving a review, as a result;
and the very same thing will happen, as far as this reviewer is concerned,
to any other publication submitted with any condition whatsoever.

On the other hand, a reviewer also has the right to buy a book or pamphlet
outright and then write a review on his own, unsolicited ; but this will not
happen here because there are many more qualified collectors and writers
in both ARA and AHPS when it comes to fiscals, revenues, tax stamps, fee

proper names of these officially issued pieces of

just let your editor know.
time-consuming (which takes

Do a friend a favor when he wants
want or need that job! I'll just

stamps, or whatever the
paper may be.

By the way : if you want to become a reviewer,
It is usually not a very thankfu] job, and quite
away from attending to one's own collection).

Editor's Note : Dr . P . Felix Ganz is our "official" reviewer.
a book reviewed by giving his address . Also, I really don't
but the book.

LARGEST SWISS STAMP -- QUITE A COVER!! FELIX GANZ

One should appreciate the efforts of the sender of this letter : lick this
gigantic souvenir sheet block of four and get it onto a properly franked,
special delivery, airmail letter of 322 grams weight (about 3/4 of a pound),
as well as the delight of the recipient to have it delivered practically
unscathed except for a few dog-eared corners of the envelope itself.

Total postage for this letter was SFrs . 6 .20 . Of the total, 30 cts . went
for registration, and 40 cts . for special delivery . The letter went at the
at the seventeenfold letter rate of 30 + 16 x 20 cts ., or SFrs 3.50, or alto-
gether Fr. 4 .20 . Thus the airmail surcharge was SFr . 2 . which figures at
about 30 cts . per 50 g -- a rate which we have yet to ascertain . At that
time the air surcharge for a single rate letter was reduced, within Europe,
to 10 cts . Anyone able to help? If yes, please contact your associate editor!
April 1987
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Swiss Auction Results

By Harlan F . Stone

As a regular bidder in Swiss auctions, I receive catalogs from
nearly a dozen firms, each holding an average of two auctions a
year, usually in the spring and fall season . These catalogs,
with most stamps individually described, with hundreds of black
and white photos, and dozens of color pictures, whet the appe-
tite every time . Combinations of stamps on covers, printing va-
rieties, special postmarks -- all are there, as listed in the
specialized Swiss catalogs . Eventually, one succumbs, certainly
if you want to continue to build your collection, since special-
ized Swiss material in U .S . auctions is not plentiful . Unfortun-
ately, this is an expensive period to participate in Swiss auc-
tions with U .S . dollars . The cost of one Swiss franc has risen
from 35 to more than 60e, and a banker friend predicts that $1
is conceivable.

To help you find your way, I plan to report Swiss auction re-
sults two or three times a year in Tell . Space restrictions dic-
tate that I be selective . Please suggest specific items or types
of material you would like me to follow in future auctions.

For this first report, I've selected only stamps -- some of the
key items a general collector needs for completeness -- and com-
piled the results of six recent auctions : Brief Auktion Zurich
(Schwarzenbach) Nov . 7-8, Chiani April 21-26, Kronenberg Oct.
10-11, Marxer Oct . 9-10, Rapp Nov . 17-21, and Rolli-Schar Sept.
11-13 . The bigger the auction, the higher the knock-down figures
tend to be . Absence of defects and presence of pretty postmarks
greatly influence the results (see AHPS slide show "Collecting
Used Stamps" for examples) . None of the prices in Swiss francs
includes the usual 15% commission that Swiss auctioneers add to
a buyer's bill . All stamp numbers refer to the Zumstein catalog.

1 fr . Strubel (27C) used -- 100 (2 frame lines), 210 (touched
on 3 sides), 320 (thin), 340 (3 margins), 350 (2½ margins), 500
(3½ frame lines), 520, 680, 800 (4 margins), 820 (4 margins),
1000 (sheet margin).

2 rp . Strubel (21G) used -- 75 (2 sides cut into), 200 (light
spot), 230 (3 frame lines), 580, 650, 700, 750, 1000.

40 c . Sitting Helvetia on granite paper (50) used -- 480 (perf
defects), 800 (1 perf defect), 800 (short perfs), 1700 (1 short
perf but central CDS), 3000 (beautiful CDS).

1 fr . Sitting Helvetia on granite paper (52) used -- 320 (corner
crease), 460 (parts of 2 CDS).

2 c . Cross & Numeral on white paper (53) used -- 130 (perfs into
design), 220, 380, 440.

15 c . Cross & Numeral on white paper (57) used -- 85 (perfs into
design), 110 (unclear CDS), 150 (short perf), 230, 310, 360, 600
(centered CDS) .

Continued on page 62.
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EMIL L . TOBLERSALES CIRCUIT NOTES

UPDATE

	

18 Circuits were put out between July 4 and December
31, 1986, using the new circuit participation forms . Total
sales for all of 1986 were over $7300, more than 1/3 larger
than 1985.

BUYERS

	

Although the average sale was considerably larger in
1986 than in 1985, we still had a few "no sales" and some low
sales . The majority of material in most circuits is limited
to no more than 3 categories, and frequently only one or two.
I you originally signed up for a category in which you subsequ-
ently lost interest, or have substantially completed a category
so that future circuits of that category are likely to be unpro-
ductive, let me know . Failure to notify of a lack of interest
may result in you receiving circuits which contain material
of no interest to you (you get to pay postage and insurance
anyhow) and may deprive another member of seeing the circuit.
Also, if you develop an interest in a new category let me know
so available material in that category can be sent to you.

SELLERS We need good material on cover (except post 1960 FDC's),
se-tenants, better airmail, souvenir sheets, officials and post-
age dues, plus telegraphs, railways, Campione, soldiers and
errors/varieties.

BUYERS AND SELLERS Many circuit participants have use for used
U . S . stamps in good condition and appreciate the courtesy of
receiving them on circuit related mail . Circuit participants
are asked to use commemorative, se-tenant or high value regular
postage on all circuit related mail, rather than meters or reg-
ular issue 22e stamps.

To increase the chance of stamps arriving in collectible condi-
tion, do not put them on the borders of envelopes or packages.
Stamps on envelopes should be firmly affixed at least 1/2 inch
below the top of the envelope and about 2 inches from the right
edge, so that the circular portion of a machine canceller will
touch the stamp .

	

Stamps on packages should be placed about
1 inch from the top and/or right side to minimize the chance
of damage.

WE WELCOME NEW BUYERS AND SELLERS . SIGN UP NOW!

EMIL L . TOBLER
MANAGER, AHPS SALES

P . O . Box 26
BRADFORD, RI 02808
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WOW !

mega$

The following are a few observations made while combing
thru a few recent auction catalogs . The largest Swiss
auction by Rapp in Wil had another banner sale : 5100 lots

yielded 14,500,000 Fr . + (some $8 .8+ Million + 15% com-
mission) . I will refrain from giving you here any sample
results as our dealer/member Ed Chalfant normally carries
a rundown of sample results in his monthly news/sales
letter and I am sure most of you are on his mailing list.

Earlier in October, Hans Schwarzenbach in Zurich held his
annual auction . While there were many great results to
be observed, the above cover is especially noteworthy in
as much as it elevates the collecting of machine cancels
to the big leagues . The cover was hammered down at
6500 Fr . + 15% which brings the total to a respectable
$4530 . It's reported to be among the rarest machine can-

cels (#4 .1 .23 in the handbook), in use for about 6 days
in July of 1924 at the main PO of Winterthur and pro-
moting a local garden and agriculture show.

Reportedly the fussiest collector west of the Mississippi
sold some of his Swiss holdings at a local auction here.
All near perfect material (20th cent .) Total Scott value
of 102 lots was $9300+, hammered down at $2729 (33% with
no buyers commission) .However, long leadtimes for catalog
production combined with the huge currency market swings
are making Scott look a whopping 43% cheaper than
Zumstein for the 1987 period!

	

By Henry Ratz
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"POSTGESCHICHTE SCOOP" FELIX GANZ

In the last POSTGESCHICHTE (December, 1986, p .2) by HR Schwarzenbach, Zurich,

there was this following "scoop" (translated) : The Swiss PTT had a true
Christmas surprise for all collectors . In the summer of 1984 it printed
without any announcement, and without ever serving it's over 193,000 new
issue subscribers, a limited number of the then current Fr . 2 .50 regular

issue (Z542, brown : rooster on steeple) on paper WITHOUT luminescence because
the luminous paper was used up and because the new Fr . 2 .50 stamp (zodiac

views) became available only in February 1985 . This "replacement of stocks"
printing took place in July, 1984 and was distributed to post offices request-
ing supplies on July 13, 1984, according to PTT information given out after

the non-luminous paper was discovered . The PTT of Switzerland, as a rule,

does NOT consider paper changes worthy of information to the public (and
has acted similarly many times before) ; but this time no one in the collect-

ing fraternity discovered the variety (a major one) for over TWO YEARS . ..

to this observer (your associate editor) typical for most collectors of today
who just accept ready-made new issues delivery and never take the time to
inspect their purchases when it comes to recent issues!! And of course now
we have a modern rarity because most copies were used up for postage and
are lost to the collector.

NEW COVERS CAN BE INTERESTING

	

CHUCK LABLONDE

Even new covers can be interesting . This one was mailed on 18 December 1986

from Zürich 47 . The stamp is #659, 1 .10 Francs . Is this the correct rate
for an airmail letter to the USA? But, the word "Imprimes," says it's not

a letter, it's printed matter . And the envelope is unsealed. Now, is the
postage rate correct? Zumstein says this stamp on cover, correctly used,
is worth 3.25 Francs . Would you pay that for this cover?
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SEMPACH + 600 YEARS, A FOLLOW-UP

	

By Henry Ratz

In my April ' 86 article (pp .46-49) I was a bit critical
of the meager efforts displayed by the Swiss PTT in ho-
noring one of the major battles and victories fought by
the Swiss forbears . The slim pickings have been augmented
in the meantime by the release of two special cancels,
one (Fig.1) for the site of the actual battle near Sem-

pach and one (Fig .2) for Stans, honoring the legendary
folk hero Winkelried who carried the day for the Swiss
ranks then . This cancel was mostly applied to a maximum
card issued by the Philatelic Society of Nidwalden, de-
picting the battle scene reproduced from an old etching.

Further, a little digging in my memory and photo albums
produced Fig .3 : The battle monument near Sempach Stadt.
The inscription reads : "Hier hat Winkelried den Seinen
eine Gasse gebahnt", which translates like "At this spot,
Winkelried opened a path for his people " . The photo is
from the good old days when the Swiss army still had a
few squadrons of cavalry left (of which yours truly was
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part of, but rather
as a mechanized
dragoon with a horse
from the noble sta-
bles of American
Motors . . .) . I vi-
vidly remember the
scene : Grimy,
unshaven, grumpy and
above all, dog-
tired and hungry
after completing
some lengthy maneu-
vers the night be-
fore, our smart
brass had the bril-
liant idea of clo-
sing with a "
dog-and-pony show in
honoring the dead
from the Sempach
battle . Only about
3 officers managed
to come up with a
clean uniform, the
rest was in basic
filthy battle garb,
mostly cursing the
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day and the army . There is one former and one future
world and olympic-class jumper among the honor guard
in this picture

While we are still in this part of the country, take a
look at picture 4, the Urnersee (lake of Uri to most of
you, I guess) .For those not too familiar with Switzer-
land ' s geography, the Urnersee is the most southern
portion portion of the Vierwaldstättersee (lake of the
four cantons), situated between Brunnen to the north
and Flüelen to the south . During the next few years
till 1991 you ' ll hear and read a lot about this area.

In CH 91 a foundation was created and operates out of
Zug to organize and coordinate all activities for the
proper celebration of Switzerland ' s independence of a
long 700 years . One of the major events of these festi-
vities will be the creation of a "Path of Switzerland"
around the Urnersee . Planned is a 35 km long scenic
walking path along and around the lake, symbolizing
Switzerland's federalism . Each canton will be repre-
sented by a section along the path, the length being
determined by the respective population count for each
canton, which works out to about 5 mm for each Swiss
citizen . The Swiss abroad will have their own small
section reserved, in case you wondered . Central Switz-
erland will lead and start the path at the historic
shrine at the Rütli and the other cantons will follow
in the order of their admission to the Confederation.
The canton Jura will close the walk in Brunnen . The
major portion of the path will be accessible by foot
only and will reward the wanderlustig with some
breathtaking scenery specific to that region.

I assume the Swiss PTT is right along in its planning
for the appropriate subjects to be released during this
year of historic proportion . Unfortunately, not too
many countries in the world have had the chance, the
will, and the power to survive as a politically sound
and progressive entity as Switzerland has managed for
700 years!

I further assume that somewhere in this massive event
there will be some room for a historic stamp exhibit
and that by then there will be no terrorists left in
Europe and the $ so strong that we all will go . ..
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The Urnersee, with a couple of pointers:

1 - Brunnen, 2 - Tell's chapel, 3 - Rütli,

4 - towards Altdorf and St. Gotthard, 5 - Route 26
towards Gersau crossing the Muota River here .

4
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A full view of the new
printing press HELVETIA
installed at the PTT printing
plant in Bern . Most noise
and heat producing elements
are housed in the basement.

Courtesy Swiss PTT-Revue
Text : Hans-Ulrich Friedli
Photos : A . Roulier
Translation : Henry Ratz

Recently the PTT printing
plant in Bern has assumed
control over a new press.
Built along latest state
of the art design and
knowledge this press
offers a multitude of
advantages . Among others,
a combination multicolor
printing of offset and
intaglio in one pass can
be accomplished.

The great forward leaps
printing techniques have
experienced during the
last 50 years have found
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Dear Members,
Auction #71 has a nice selection of covers as well as some other

interesting "Goodies".
Please note my new mailing address : P . O . Box 228, Aurora, IL . 60507.

Values for this Auction are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector
Catalogs or estimated retail, unless otherwise stated.

For Auction #71 1 sfr = .63 and the British pound = $1 .49 . The

Closing Date for Auction #71 is April 5, 1987.

AHPS MAIL. AUCTION William R . Lucas
P . O . Box 228
Aurora, IL 60507

LOT#	 DESCRIPTION
	1	 (Z 22A) used 4 frame lines almost 4 white margins.

Partial red cancel plus black grille cancel.
Signed Abt	 $ 75 .00 EST.

	

2	 29(Z 26C) 40rp . with maroon thread . Slightly smeared
SON CDS cancel BERN 18 Apr 55 . #frame lines with
white margins . Frame line from next stamp shows at

top	 $ 60/70 .00 EST.

	

3	 36(Z 22G)Unused, 3 frame lines, 2½ white margins.

No gum as usual . Catalog 240 .00 sfr	 $ 90/100 .00 EST.

	

4	 37(Z 23G)Unused, no gum which is normal . 3 frame lines

and white margins . Part of next stamp at bottom.

Good color	

	

5	 219/25(Z 194/200)Mint NH . F/VF Centering	 $107 .00

	

6	 219/25(Z 194/200)Unused, hinged . F/VF centering	 $ 64 .00

	

7	 256/67(Z 228/39)Unused light hinged . F/VF centering$ 34 .50

	

8	 524/9,540/3 & CB1(Z 490/5,505/8 & F47) Mint NH,
V/F centering	 $ 7 .25

	

9

	

B178(Z W111 31)Mint NH, fresh ExFine, Nice	 $ 94 .50

AIR MAIL - POSTAGE DUE

	

10	 C13/4(Z F 14/5)Used, CDS cancels, F/VF centering	 $151 .00

	

11	 C14(Z F 15z)Used small parts of 2 CDS cancels.
VF centering . Grilled gum	 $ 88 .00

	

12	 C25a(Z F 24)Mint NH, F/VF centering . Vermilion
surcharge . Rare	 $157 .50

	

13	 J13(Z P 13K)Used, light CDS BERN 6 .1V .83 very
small parts of 2 other CDS . Perfs just meet frame
at right . Granite paper	 $362.00

	

14	 J34(Z P27B)Unused light hinge, perfs just meet
frame at top	 $ 44.00

	

15	 J35/43(Z P29/37)Unused hinged, F Centering . J38 has

one short perf	 $ 22 .50

OFFICALS - OFFICALS

	

16	 3080/2(Z DIV 81/3)Used, VF centering . 3 & 10 frs
wavy line cancel, 5fr light CDS . 10 fr double
print	 $ 45 .00

	

17	 3094/99(Z DIV 95/100)Mint NH,VF centering	 $ 9 .00

VALUE
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LOT #

	

DESCRIPTION

	

VALUE
18 4040/5(Z Dv 40/5)Mint NH, VF centering	 $

	

9 .00
19 5024(Z D V1

	

24)Unused LH,

	

F/VF centering	 $ 12 .50
20 5026/31(Z DVI	 26/31) Mint NH,

	

VF centering	 $

	

7 .50

21 7028/30 & 1001/6(Z DVII	 28/30 & DXI	 1/6) Mint NH,

VF centering	 $

	

7 .50

COVERS

	

-

	

COVERS

22 SLC BASEL to LONDON, Oct .

	

7,1847 .

	

Winkler #2415,
2460,

	

both CDS's only good strikes	 $

	

3/6 .00 EST.
23 SLC ZURICH to LONDON,

	

Dec .8,

	

1853,

	

black thimble
CDS fine strike,

	

French transit mark at BASEL,
ZURICH PD mark, LONDON paid mark all weak or

unreadable	 $

	

3/6 .00 EST.

24 SLC ZURICH to LONDON, Aug .

	

17,

	

1850 .

	

Winkler #1274
fine, #2416 on back poor, French transit mark only
good, LONDON arrival

	

on back poor	 $

	

3/6 .00 EST.
25 83(Z 67C)On Cover From WINTERTHUR to CHICAGO

12 .V .87 .

	

Nice back stamps	 $ 19 .00
26 Cover with B/4 488 & B372,singles 486,490

(Z B/4 456 & W1

	

222,

	

singles 452,455) to Calif.
Light CDS cancels	 $ 7 .50

27 B179/82(Z W1

	

125/28) First Day Cover .

	

Local

	

first
day cancel on airmail

	

cover from MOLLIS to New York.
Cover has light creases	 $ 95 .00

28 B232/6(Z W11

	

66/70)On air mail

	

cover from ZURICH
to London	 $ 31 .00

29 B329/33(Z W1

	

200/2,203L & 204L) First Day Cover,

Official cacheted FDC of the mixed paper type.
VF condition	 $ 9 .50

30 B329/33(Z W1 200L/4L) First Day Cover to MONTREAL.
All

	

stamps on Fluorescent paper 	 $ 44 .00
31 Two covers with inlandmail

	

flag cancels 4 .1 .1.
Landesausstellung 1913,1914 from Basel

	

and
Zurich	 $

	

3/4.00 EST.
32 Lot of 3 Covers with machine cancels 1 .2 .

	

Christmas
mail

	

of Luzern, St .

	

Gallen & Zurich .

	

From 1920 ' s
TELL Heads	 $ 3/4.00 EST.

33 Lot of 10 Covers with different flag cancels from
1984 mail	 $

	

5 .00 EST.

34 Feldpost cover .	 Registered, stamped letter with
Feldpost cancel .

	

17 .V .41	 $ 5/6.00 EST.
35 Nations Unies Postal

	

Stationary .

	

2 post cards and
an Air Letter .

	

V/F condition	 $ 5 .00 EST.
36 Postcard

	

(Z #22) Nice cancels, Ambulant #3,straight
line BERNE, CDS WANGEN 15 V1

	

91	 $ 1 .00 EST.
37 Cover with special

	

postmark SSt 15 (A) Pi-Lu-Ra,
Dudendorf	 $

	

3/4.00 EST.
38 Flight Cover SF 57 .3a Zurich to Tokyo, Cachet

cover . Arrival

	

postmark

	

of Tokyo on front	 $ 15 .00
39 Flight RF 71 .1SRa Zurich to New York .

	

Cancel

Card fig .

	

33	 $ 7 .50
40 PekingFlight Cover FR 75 .6 EF SRa Zurich to

Cancel

	

fig .

	

35	 $

	

6 .50

41 1981

	

Flight Covers

	

(SF 81 .6e)

	

in booklet .

	

5 covers

for special flights to mark the 50th anniversary of

Swiss Air Transport Co	 $ 22.00
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LOT #

	

DESCRIPTION

	

VALUE

BOOKLETS - BOOKLETS

42	 PTT Presentation Booklet . Two B/4 306 & 4022
(Z 275 & D V 22)unused, VF centering	 $ 5/10 .00 EST.

43	 PTT Gift Presentation Booklet #1 . 355/8 (Z 324/7)
Unused hinged to booklet . VF centering	 $ 5/10 .00 EST.

44

45

K-S-Z - K-S-Z

46	 (Z K 12)used VF centering . CDS & wavy line cancel . .$ 50 .00
47	 (Z K 15)used F/VF centering . Single CDS cancel.

Perfs between stamps reenforced . Catalogs 100 sfr . . . .$ 25/30 .00 EST.
48	 Lot of 7 unused pairs (Z K 41/3, S 60/2 & Z 4)

Hinged, VF centering	 $ 11 .00

49	 Lot of 17 pairs and 2 B/4(Z K32) all used, F/VF
centering . All but one CDS cancels, some multiple,
some a little heavy . Paris : K32 X8, Z1 X 5, S50 X 2,
K13,29,30 & 31 . Catalog 174 .00 sfr	 $ 30 .00 EST.

MISCELLANEOUS

50	 LIECHTENSTEIN 315/6, 324/5, 335, 372/4 & 368 Mint
NH, F/VF centering . 315/6 attached pair	 $ 10 .00

51	 Collection of 250 used from 1909-1940's
Owners catalog 785 sfr . Mostly regular issues,
specialized in color varieties and shades.

Condition of stamps is very fine	 $ 90/100 .00 EST.
52	 Grab Bag lot . Several hundred stamps in mixed

condition . Several souvenir sheets . Many numerals
and standing Helvetia . Hours of fun	 $ 30/35 .00 EST.

53	 Swiss PTT trial prints in folder 	 $ 5 .00 EST.
54	 Five New Year folders with stamps . 1978 thru 1982.

Very pretty	 $ 3 .00 EST.

PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #67

PTT Gift Presentation Booklet #6 .

	

359/62
(Z 328/31)Unusedhinged to booklet .

	

VF Centering . . . .$ 5/10 .00 EST.
PTT Gift Presentation Booklet #8 .

	

363/4

(Z 332/3)Unused hinged to booklet .

	

VF centering . . . .$ 5/10 .00 EST .
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PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #68

PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #69

Its our needs that bring us together.

Do you want to consign stamps to our next auction?

April 1987



their way into the PTT ' s stamp manufacturing as well.
Ever higher demands on the quality of postage stamps
amplified the need for ever more modern and more pro-
ductive printing presses . For this reason, a new set
of machinery that should satisfy the highest demands
was recently put into operation . It will absorb a ma-
jor portion of the ongoing production of postage stamps
at the PTT plant in Bern for the forseeable future . The
15 m long press looks imposing ; it weighs some 47 tons
and was named appropriately "HELVETIA" . It comes as no
surprise that the pressroom had to be modified to ac-
commodate the new "colossus" . Most impressive to a
layman is the multitude of electronic gear that is
being remote controlled from the operations control
desk.
The most important innovative aspect of the machine is
represented by the fact that future postage stamps can
now be printed in up to seven colors in one pass, i .e.
four of the in the offset process and three more in
intaglio . The first real production will be accomplished
with the printing of the two values of the 1986 EUROPA

The engraver in the process of engraving the orignal
die from the approved final design layout . Work of

utmost precision.
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In the press
cylinder for-
ming machine
the hardened
mill die is
rolled into
a steel cy-
linder of
softer alloy.

series . But future regular series, like the one titled
"Postal Delivery" and scheduled for release in the fall
of 1986, will be produced in multicolor as well.

Other multicolored stamps with a smooth surface as ach-
ieved by the photogravure process, like the special
series, the Pro Juventute and Pro Patria series as well as
the soon to be released Sports stamp, will continue to
be produced by Courvoisier printers in La Chaux-de-Fonds.

Until a postage stamp, in itself a small piece of art,
can leave such a modern press in a perforated, dated
and numbered form it has to go thru an elaborate num-
ber of production work steps . From a standing start of
an exact planning and progressing thru a careful sub-
ject selection to the final laborious hand engraving
of the original die, the whole process of stamp pro-
duction remains within the category of artistic crafts.
First, the stamp's illustrative art is executed by a
graphic designer or a painter, followed by the engraver
who transfer the original design with his fine engrav-
ing tools to a steel plate (original die) which, in
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At full production speed
about every three hours
a new roll of paper of some
150 kg has to be added .

turn, serves as basis
for all future mechani-
cal production opera-
tions in the intaglio
process.

Another specialist at
the PTT printing plant,
the mill die master,*
converts the original
hand cut die to a
hardened steel mill die
cylinder which, in turn,
is used to produce the
final press form
cylinder in a step- and-repeat
roll and rocking milling
operation.

Every one of these steps
requires close coopera-
tion among artists, re-
production experts and
printing craftsmen . It's
probably for that deli-
cate human or manual
touch what makes the cre-
ation of postage stamps
an ever fascinating task
regardless of the cold
technical processes in-
volved.

Multicolor intaglio, web
offset, modern pre-press
production methods and
the application of elec-
tronics on all levels do

*see TELL Vol .IX, #11,
November 1983, pp . 316/7
for more on this produc-
tion step .-Ed.
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Ink pumping, drying, and solvent recovery form the
bulk of the sub-floor assembly of the press.

Closeup view of one of the four offset printing
units . Each unit applies one color to the paper.
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A press crew member makes periodic checks of the end-
product and can make - as shown here - fine adjustments
to register and cutoff controls.

test the skills of the plant personnel further . These
craftsmen had to prepare themselves for the new tasks and
expand their knowledge, mostly accomplished in off-duty
classes . All done with pleasure and with the full aware-
ness that with the startup of HELVETIA an important goal
has been reached in supplying the future needs of the PTT
operations and their customers for more colorful postage
stamps for the regular mass-produced common stamp series.

Ed . note : This article first appeared in the Swiss PTT-
Revue, issue 12/85, pp/11-17 . Hereby translated and re-
printed with their permission . Maybe one day we will be
able to get our hands on a schematic drawing of this new
press for a better understanding of the mechanics involved.
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EMBOSSED AND PRINTED REVENUE PAPER

OF CANTON ZUG, SWITZERLAND

By Donn Lueck, ARA 1520

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing the
revenue paper of Canton Zug . This does not purport to be a complete listing,
nor has any attempt been made to price these items . Information leading
to adequate pricing is unavailable at this time . Later, with receipt of
further information, such an attempt will be made.

We trust that information presented herein will enable those of you in posses-
sion of such material to better categorize your collection . Readers able
to shed additional light on these items are invited to correspond with the
author : PO Box 11582, Phoenix, AZ 85061.

EMBOSSED REVENUE PAPER

A rectangular frame (29 x 32 mm) around a double-
lined oval with the Canton Zug coat of arms in the
center . The inscription "CANTON ZUG" is at the top
of the oval with two 5-pointed stars at the bottom
of the oval . There are leaf ornaments in each corner
separating the rectangle frame from the inner oval.
The embossing is colorless and unvalued . The complete
document (unused) is watermarked "CANTON ZUG STEMPEL"
around the coat of arms in the center of the sheet.
(Figure 1)

An identical embossing without the stars at the bottom
of the oval also exists. (Figure 2).

PRINTED REVENUE PAPER

A single-line circle inscribed "KANTON ZUG" at the
top and "Stempeltaxe" with the value at the bottom
of the circle . The cantonal coat of arms is in the
center . They are in various colors on white wove
paper. It is this writers opinion these date from
1930-1950 . There are no complete documents to verify
dates of use (Figure 3) . The following values are
known :

10 cts violet on white
15 cts pale green on white

20 cts red on white
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Continued from page 44.

40 c . Standing Helvetia perf 9½ (69B) used -- 360 (blunt perfs),
360 (faultless), 460, 700, 800, 900, 1000.

1 fr . Standing Helvetia (71E) used -- 100 (parts of 2 CDS), 200,
240, 260, 280.

30 c . Standing Helvetia (96B) used -- 55 (defective), 120 (rough
back), 150 (defective), 210, 270 (slight crease), 320, 370, 440.

3 fr . Helvetia with Sword (116) mint -- 0 (fold), 55 (no gum),
100 (no gum), 430 (brown mark on back), 600 (off center), 1000
(sheet corner), 1300 (perfectly centered).

5 fr . landscape (178) mint -- 75 (crease), 320, 460.

10 fr . landscape (179) mint -- 240 (defective), 460, 520, 600.

Pax set (262-74) mint -- 270 (hinged), 300 (hinged), 320
(hinged), 600, 650, 720, 960.

Pro Juventute tete-beche (K11) used -- 500, 750, 1000, 1200
(superb CDS).

25 c . Helvetia with Sword interspace pair (S1) used -- 230 (cor-
ner fault, thin spot), 1400.

20 c . Wm . Tell interspace pair (S23) used -- 300 (crease), 1300.

30 c . airmail (1) used -- 210, 310, 540, 950, 1100, 1200, 1500
(flight CDS).

1914 Pro Juventute set (2-3) mint -- 45, 65, 85, 100, 320 (never
hinged), 420 (never hinged).

Spende miniature sheet (21) mint -- 115 (hinged), 220 (never
hinged), 260 (NH), 280 (NH).

Lunaba miniature sheet (32) mint -- 145 (hinged), 165 (NH), 310
(NH),

	

380 (NH), 420 (NH).

LIFE MEMBER NO . 3 .

	

HARLAN STONE
Ernie Kehr became our Life Member No . 3 in
1974, when the former Helvetia Philatelic
Society of America (one of the two organiza-
tions that merged in 1975 to form AHPS) cited
him for his promotion of Swiss collecting
in the United States as the official represen-
tative of the Swiss PTT and the author of
many philatelic articles on Switzerland.

Please note : The picture is from Stamp Collector, in
the 11/29/86 issue which has a detailed history of Ernie
Kehras well as the 12/29/86 issue of Linn ' s Stamp News,

Regards,
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Continued from page 41.

Some early post office efficiency expert probably suggested that both the
cancel and the PD could be applied in one operation if the marking device
were properly designed and the postmarks with bulge were born (Figure 4).
The Swiss PTT has recently confirmed that mail handling was behind their use.
The reason for the variation in size is unknown but the progression of sizes

seems almost logical, depending upon the clarity of the strike and the accuracy
of one's measuring apparatus . Most common sizes are 7, 9, 11, and 13 milli-
meters .

The first day of use

is unrecorded; based

upon my own collection
other known collections,
auction catalogs, etc .,
the

	

earliest

	

known
use to me is 9 march
1873 .

	

One

	

can

	

pin
down last day of use
with

	

some

	

accuracy
because the UPU agree-

ments

	

which

	

finally
standardized

	

postal
relations between coun-

tries made the PD obsolete and these letters were removed from the devices.
The very short period of use, 1873 - 1875, has made the bulge postmarks with
PD quite rare.

But the story does not end there because the marking devices with bulge were
not destroyed; they returned to service late in 1870's . Sizes of the empty
bulge postmarks more or less correspond to the group with PD as they should

(Figure 5) ; there would have been little incentive to manufacture new devices
of this strange shape . The period of use requires some discussion.
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During the 1870s Geneva used several conventional Swiss circular postmarks
(Figure 6) . Late examples of this type of postmark show extreme wear (Figure
7) . The wearing out of the conventional postmarks could explain why the
bulge devices were dusted off and put into service . Known usage dates support

this reasoning . The earliest use of the empty bulge known to me is 1 Septem-
ber 1879 ; heaviest usage seems to be 1880 - 1885 with sporadic later examples
seen . They gradually faded from service as a new generation of postmarks
came along in the late 1880s (Figure 8).

In summary then, the Geneva bulge postmarks were born as a labor saving idea,
were set aside as a result of the UPU agreements and were modified to replace
the worn conventional cancels . Reports of dates of those mentioned are always
welcome.
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AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

Biennial Election Results

December 19, 1986

By the published deadline of December 15, 1986, 186 ballots

had been cast in the election of officers of the Society for

1987-1989 .

	

The results are as follows:

President

* Charles J . Lablonde 185

Robert Ziegler

	

1

Vice President

* Henry Ratz	184

Rudy Schaelchli

	

1

Secretary

+ Richard T . Hall 185

Treasurer

* Frank Young 185

Regional Director, East

* Edward A . Friedman 177

Abstain

Regional Director, Central

* William R . Lucas 174

Abstain

NEW MEMBERS
2242 Herman Gross, New Jersey
2243 Francis P. Hummel, New Hampshire
2244 Mary M . Rife, Indiana
2245 Ryan Trainer, Washington, D .C.
2266 Mrs. E .J . Rawnsley, Great Britain
2247 Donald B . Rogan, Canada
2248 Martin D . Turpie, Massachusetts

RESIGNATIONS:

1449 Paul A . Carpenter
2092 Studiegroep Zwitserland

DEATHS:

1565 Joseph G . Dreve
1872 Ernest Kehr

As of this date, the membership in the Society,
not including the above prospective members, is
490 including 6 Life Members.

PLEASE RE-NEW DUES NOW!!!

Please do not wait for the infamous "Red

Sticker . " It will help us get off to

a good start and save time and money.

Your help is appreciated . Thank You!

Regional Director, West

* John B . Ballard 180

Abstain

Those persons whose names are marked with an asterisk have been

elected .

Respectfully submitted,

Richard T . Hall

Secretary
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49 AND COUNTING!

	

DALE EGGEN

Next year we celebrate the 50th anniversary since the genesis of our Society.
This year this column will give some "snapshots" of the past . Contributions
and recollections are solicited as well as expressed interests on subjects
you, the members, would like to see addressed concerning our Society's past.
Please send requests and/or contributions to myself at PO Box 430, New
Hartford, NY 213413.

THE BIG WAR -- WORLD WAR II, Members of the Society who were in the service
of their country were recognized in an Honor Roll that appeared at the start
of each newsletter . Correspondence with the Society's members in the service
was strongly encouraged . The degree to which such correspondence took place
is not known to myself . Certainly, the record reflects every attempt to
keep up with the whereabouts of those in the service.

THE NATIONAL NETWORK MEDIA Philately has its pre-philately and, I am told,
so does TU, pre-TV (or "radio" is what I am told the common vernacular to
be) . (Those who know me probably won't let me get away with that statement
and I have to admit as a youngster I made sure I cornered the radio for the
time period or "The Big John and Little Sparky Show" -- but let me add,
a very, very young youngster .)

But (and definitely before my time) on Saturday, February 1, 1941, from 1 :15
to 1 :30 p .m., the Society was featured on NBC's national radio program --
"Calling All Stamp Collectors" originating on station WEAF in New York City.
This regular show was a cooperative effort between NBC and the National Feder-
ation of Stamp Clubs with Captain Tim Healy being host . The subject was
naturally "Switzerland." A complete transcript of the broadcast appears

in our March, 1941 newsletter . George Caldwell and Gustave A . von Gross
were our Society's representatives on the show.

I wonder about the chance of GE giving us a spot on their NBC Television
Network in 1988 in conjunction with our 50th celebration? Any Presidential
aspirants among our members?

THE HELVETIA "CAP" For many, many years an annual banquet was held, sometimes
even under the pretense of being in conjunction with the Society's annual

meeting . Members had a special cap, referred to as the Helvetia Cap, that
was a "must" to wear at such affairs . (Wouldn't a historical archives being
created strike the membership as an important function to be undertaken?

And, does anyone know where we could come up with one of these famous (in-
famous) Helvetia Caps?)

PHILANTHROPIC ENDEAVORS Some activities have gone amiss and this is one area.
Support, for instance, used to be given to stamp programs of veteran hosp-
itals . It is my opinion that the Society should re-activate philanthropic
efforts, and I am sure Chuck LaBlonde would be very much interested hearing
from members with such interests.

EDITOR ' S NOTE : Past President of AHPS, Dale Eggen is Chairman of our Philatelic Literature
Group . *On the matter of the "hat, " Mrs . Sophie Buser some time ago presented Eddie Buser ' s
hat as a personal gift . My head is a bit large for the hat, but believe me, Dale, it won ' t
get lost!!! I'm going to bring it with me to SUNPEX.

LET'S PLAN ON A GREAT TURNOUT AT SUNPEX '87!!!
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DALE EGGEN

THE 17th ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE HELVETIA SOCIETY

The 17 annual dinner took place at the Liederkranz Club in New York on January
22, 1955 . President Henry Gieffers presided at the meeting . Harold Weideli
acted as toastmaster . Pictures by Edith Faulstich (1955 President and Editor)
Helvetia Bulletin, February 1955, pages 4 & 5.

Pictured above wearing "Helvetia Caps" are (L) George Wettach (President Helvetia Philatelic
Society of America 1967-6/1968 --- Harlan Stone took over after George) and wife Frieda plus
back of head of Mrs . Gygax . At right is Dr . Max Kronstein with Jack Brupbacher wearing hat.

Editor ' s Note : Other pictures from this issue will be shown at a later date as needed.

Pictured above at banquet are (L-R) Jack Brupbacher (President 1948-1950), Louise von Gross,
Beth Brupbacher, Edith Faulstich (President & Editor 1955-1956) and Gustave A . Von Gross (Presid-
ent 1942-1947 & Editor 1938-1947).
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POSTAL HISTORY — MADE TO ORDER  is my little tribute to the late Ernie
Rehr . Not too long ago, I dug out the above postal card of his from a
dealer's box out here . I never had the pleasure of meeting this very po-
pular philatelist, but I can say that, at least, I have his autograph . The
combination of underfranking and "ambulant" canceling sake for a rather
interesting piece of mail . RIP, Ernie, at least now you don ' t have to
worry about the late arrival of TELL anymore . ..

If you care to read more about the Swiss railroads and their postal
markings read Felix Ganz ' articles in TELL, May 76, pp .85—86 ; June 76,
pp .106—111 .

	

HRatz
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AHPS CONVENES AT SUNPEX

The 1987 Annual Convention of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society
will be held in conjunction with Sunpex '87 on November 7-8, 1987 at the
Sunnyvale Community Center, 550 East Remington Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California.

For members who attend, a Society booth will be open throughout the show
to serve as a meeting and relaxation point on the show floor . A general
society meeting is planned for Saturday morning at 11 :00 AM. Sunpex does
not sponsor an awards banquet so the Society will hold its own convention
and awards dinner at a local restaurant Saturday night. A judges critique
will be held Sunday and all the bourse dealers will be forewarned of our
attendance and advised to bring their best Swiss and Liechtenstein stocks!

For exhibitors, Sunpex offers an opportunity to participate in an APS World
Series of Philately qualifying exhibition . Fifty frames have been reserved
in advance for exhibits of Switzerland and Liechtenstein . The Sunpex
medal-level awards are very attractive 'stamp-plaques' prepared by
reversing the technology that creates microchips, thus producing
megastamps! I exhibited this year and was very impressed by the
helpfulness of the exhibition committee in the mounting and dismounting
process. Special consideration will be given to exhibitors with planes to
catch at the close of the exhibit Sunday night.

To obtain an exhibition prospectus, please write to:

EXHIBIT CHAIRMAN
P. 0 . Box 60082
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

If you can attend, please write me for a package of hotel, travel, and
sightseeing information for the surrounding silicon valley area:

Bruce Marsden
1265 Drake Avenue
Burlingame, CA 94010
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DEADLINE FOR MAY/JUNE 1987 TELL!
Camera ready notices no later than March 15, 1987, others
earlier . Advertising copy should be in our hands by March 20.
TELL will be mailed to publisher no later than March 25, 1987.
Thank you .
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